Automatic operation system with industrial robots has become more and more popular, especially with the urgent requirement from 3C (Communication, computer and consumer electronics) manufactory. A robot cell, which often involves one or more robots and accessory equipment, can be regarded as part of the larger theme of cellular manufacturing. The objective that most interests manufacturers is the investment return rate. It is largely determined by the productivity of robotic cell, and the leading time of robotic production system. Therefore, a fast and efficient method to design a robotic cell layout with the maximum throughput for a given task is undeniably a worthy research topic. This paper attempts to discuss the challenges and key technologies in the robotic cell layout optimal design. The proper selection of configuration for task, manual operation skill learning and translation, collaborative design tool-chain, optimization in cell layout and operation scheduling, optimal end-of-arm tooling design, and human-robot collaboration are included in this discussion with existing or on-going problem-solving key technologies.
Introduction
Facing the increasing needs for automated manufacturing in view of high productivity and quality of products, industrial robots have proven to be more cost effective in terms of flexibility, repeatability, and with new functions offer improved accuracy. Normally, robotic cells can be regarded a particular type of computer-controller systems in cellular manufacturing. It is, in essence, a flow shop normally with a feed-in device, an output device, and a series of processing workstations, each of which repeatedly performs an identified operation for the part in a fixed sequence, and one or more robots that transport the parts within the cell, as shown in Figure 1 .
As introduced in Dawande et al., 1 a robotic cell can be instructively patterned as an j classification, where ¼ RC Gr Lo ðWs 1 , Ws 2 , . . ., Ws n , Ws n , Ro 1 , . . ., Ro m Þ:
Here RC stands for the robot cell. Vector indicates the cell with n identical workstations at each stage, and m robots. Note that the feed-in and feed-out devices can be regarded as the special workstations, so that they are denoted as Ws 1 and Ws n , respectively. The superscript Gr denotes the gripper type, say single-or dual-gripper, while the subscript Lo represents the layout of the cell. And lists the constrained conditions in production process, like nowait, interval pick-up and so forth. 2 In order to place a robotic cell into work, it should be planned and designed appropriately, and then commissioned with a promising throughput. Different to the established automotive industry, quite short product life, but mass product amount with low-added value in each processing step is common in 3 C industry. Therefore, a very fast and efficient method to plan an appropriate robotic cell for a particular manufacturing task, and easy commissioning solution are highly demanded but necessary. This paper mainly focuses on the robotic cell plan and design, and easy commissioning solution would be discussed separately.
in which the procession of more-or-less complete parts or assemblies, ready for use by a downstream operation or cell, or for shipment to a customer, is scheduled and managed. It brings more benefits and is characterized by smaller batch sizes that allow greater control of both non-conformance and product changeover. 3 Within a cellular manufacturing context, a layout broadly refers to the structural arrangement of the various work-centers, either for a single manufacturing system or for a facility that encloses several such systems. Since Han and Cook 4 stated in 1998 that layout analysis can improve the efficiency of the cells, many studies have been well discussed on the issue of cell layout in the operation management literature. Several empirical studies, for example the literatures, [5] [6] [7] have confirmed these advantages. In order to achieve the optimal layout, generally known as a ''mini-plant'', that minimizes the distance between cells or the distance to the next production point, to improve productivity and reduce its operating costs, waiting time between process, machine setup time, distance and handling of work pieces, flow of materials between workstations, a systematic layout plan (SLP), as shown in Figure 2 is widely employed.
Similar as the above cited SLP, a robotic cell design would pass through following main steps, as summarized in Figure 3: 1. Process study Primarily analyze the traditional human operation and configure them.
Task breakdown
Model the tasks in the operation and break them down as a series of sub-tasks for the robot in the corresponding work-stations.
Task relation and flow diagram
Determine the sequence of the task according to the relationship of each pair of activities determined in relationship chart and a material flow analysis in from-to chart.
Space requirement
Space requirement of each work-station.
Alternative layouts evaluation
Alternatives development based on specific criteria. 
Patterned layout optimization
Evaluate the alternative layouts and select the optimum one.
This process is a multi-disciplined problem. Proposal engineers, mechanical engineers, electrical engineers, and other staff would work iteratively, as shown in Figure 4 . But the factor is that engineers are always suffering from such a time-consuming but novalue adding check-and-change loop. Although most of the commercial software for robot system simulation targets and claims to make the job simple and to be seamless by providing packages to design tools, its advanced functions normally require engineers must have solid knowledge about robotics, programming, and system integration. It is not always possible to have qualified engineers even if he/she passed an intensive and expensive training. How to efficiently handle information and keep the knowledge by the use of standard software and hardware components or libraries are two blocks to improve this situation. 8 On the other hand, given the nature of processing requirements, the objective that most interests manufacturers is the investment return rate. Especially in the 3 C industry, even a small improvement in throughput can improve the revenue significantly because of the significant volume. Unfortunately, there is often no closed-form expression to obtain a precise steady-state description of operations. The empirical design often seems to buy a lottery on the final cell productivity via its respective cost-benefit analysis. 9 Over the years, many previous studies trying to give a problem-solving answer have taken some steps forward in this area. Mata and Tubaileh discuss the workstation layout problem in manufacturing cell served by a single robot. 9, 10 Lueth optimized the cell layout fully automatically in three dimensions in the configuration space regarding the work-cell task, with the aim to minimize the cost of the layout. 11 With this automatic layout planning system (ALPS), the generated layouts with collision-free path were valid, without necessary final simulation. A classical result for optimal job is to enhance the productivity by two main means, namely determining the relative robot/ prescribed task position [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] or giving an optimal scheduling solution. 1,19-25. The expert system is a usually pursued by researchers. [26] [27] [28] In the form of a rule-based model, it allows for the combined use of information pertaining to past engineering projects and capable of generating process design alternatives that take into consideration the performance requirements as well as the constraints and specifications of both robots and parts. Although a few systems support the decisionmaking process related to the manufacturing of products, similar systems, enabling the knowledge management and reuse of assembly processes, are still at infancy state or not used in practice in today's design offices and manufacturing environments.
In the next section, the key challenges in obtaining an optimal robotic cell solution are summarized.
Challenges in robotic cell layout design and optimization

Proper configuration for task
While designing a robotic cell, selecting the most suitable robot for a given industrial operation is one of the most difficult assignments because of a wide range of physical forms such as cylindrical, SCARA, articulated, and delta. The robot selection attributes of interest include cost, load capacity, max speed, repeatability, accuracy, number of degrees of freedom, and man-machine interface. In general, there is no absolute ''best'' of industrial robot itself. The best would depend on the particular application as different configurations including robot and its accessory equipment have different advantages which make them more suitable for a certain task.
By the past researchers, numerous approaches, including multi-criteria decision-maker methods (MCDM) and optimization techniques, have already been proposed. Goh et al. presented a revised weighted sum model that incorporated the values assigned by a group of experts on different evaluation factors for selecting appropriate robots, 29 and then applied analytic hierarchy process (AHP) for solving robot selection problems having both subjective and objective data for alternative robot evaluation. 30 A revised data envelopment analysis was formulated to determine the best robot alternative by Karsak. 31 Parkan and Wu implemented a selection based on the ranking order obtained by averaging the results of operational competitiveness rating, similarly to the ideal solution and the utility model, 32 whereafter several kinds of model, for example, distance-based approach (DBA), 33 multiplicative model of multiple criteria analysis (MMMCA), 34 multi-objective optimization on the basis of ratio analysis (MOORA), [35] [36] [37] grey-MOORA, 38 and others 39, 40 are pumped out in recent decades. And Tansel developed a two-phase robot selection decision support system, namely ROBSEL, to help the robot selection decisions. 41 However, in real engineering scenarios, the robot configuration could broadly refer to a robot or a configuration with robot and its accessory equipment, because, for example, a full-DOF (degrees of freedom) operation, like pen assembly 36 shown in Figure 5 , can be implemented either by a 6-axis articulated robot, or by a configuration with a SCARA robot and an external 2-axis positioner. Similar as the robot selection index (RSI) introduced in Rao and Padmanabhan, 42 it is necessary to establish a measure to judge what kind of configuration can success to a given operation of degree or extent.
On the other hand, no matter which decision method is chosen, the value of selection attributes are obtained from available or estimated data according to the relative importance for the present as least. But facing the growing demand applications, relative rough estimation of the selection index would be not enough. A close-form quantitative requirement specification of given task is needed, and consequently makes it possible to set up the mapping to robot/configuration capability.
Manual operation skill learning and translation
The robotic cell design is indeed a job to translate manual or semi-automated operation to a robotized solution. In essence, when designing a cell and its operating parameters, it is to analyze the industrial tasks performed by skilled humans, and extract operation skills, and finally translate them to the robotized solution, as shown in Figure 6 . Manual operation skill seems an ability and capacity acquired through deliberate, systematic, and sustained effort to smoothly and adaptively carry out complex tasks. Normally, it can be differed between cognition skills and motor skills. 43 The former is mapped to sensor actions and intelligence while the latter refers to motion and grasping actions. A robotic cell generally includes both kinds.
Today, the most popular and efficient transfer system is the engineers for robotic cell proposal and robot programming. Unfortunately, it is an empiric sequence so that novice engineers may not emphasize it in a right way. Sometimes, facing the growing requirement in finer operation almost beyond the ability of human, it is hard, even to a quite experienced engineer, to teach the robot to represent.
Therefore, many researches on learning the skill from human operators, and subsequently to be translated to the robot motion actions have been performed. In the literatures, 43 ,44 a multi-modalbased assembly skill transfer system (MASTER) was developed, with several effective demonstrations. Tele-operation is initially regarded as a transparent channel for human-to-robot skill transfer. 45, 46 
Liu and Asada
47 designed a controller for robotic deburring with a gain tuning mechanism like the associative memories of human expert, to enable the skillful motion. Lead-through programming is another alternative to transfer the human skill to robot incorporated in position, velocity and force control, with an elegant device to track the motion and skill of human operator, 48, 49 or by an advanced control mode. 50 However, due to the concern of safety, only the robots with a complex passive mechanical balance system like ABB IRB5400 and IWATA MRP-2100, eventually, are applied in industrial cases. The ROSETTA project funded by European Union under the FP7 aims to make the robot to be programmed in an intuitive and efficient manner. It addresses the robot skill re-use and sharing on high level. The types of knowledge that are considered are state machines describing the skills as a sequence of states where each state has a set of parameter values that should be annotated and procedures written in programming code that are stored in a re-usable way. 51 A similar concept is also developed by Wang and his colleagues. 52 In their work, a case-based reasoning system for offline automatic programming in robotic assembly production is proposed. It can reuse past learned robot programs to generate programs for new assembly tasks. A widely used way to represent skills is hybrid motion commands. [53] [54] [55] Especially force control and its cognate control modes with impedance and stiGness control are interesting for usage in skills as they are convenient ways to resolve the compliance problem. [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] The recent developing technique for teaching a robot new behavior is by demonstrating the task to transfer directly instead of programming it through any machine language. [61] [62] [63] Especially the development of dual-arm industrial robots naturally brought a growing interest in programming by demonstration (PbD) or sometimes called learning by demonstration (LbD). However, most PbD methods still used direct repetition. The skills are mainly based on the help of the user through queries about the user's intentions, and then dichotomized in learning methods at a symbolic level or at a trajectory level. Perhaps the general guidelines for applying the above highlighted developments would be there sometime in the near future and the following open questions should be addressed carefully:
1. What general skills can be extracted from complex and diverse operations, and how to describe them with a formulated model? 2. Since not all of extracted skills are available to existing industrial robots, which of them could be robotized regarding industrial robot or configuration capacity? 3. How to translate these skills and make robots represent them in an efficient way?
In the past years, many achievements have been published in formats of journal papers, conference papers, and technical reports. A big progress has been made in cognition, but PbD technology is still far from the success in industrial applications. Although it is not a new research subject to acquire the necessary information during assembly by the vision system or/and tactile or force sensor, there is a question mark on the precision of data, especially when facing the assembly operation in 3 C industry where the assembly error is always below 0.05 mm. Grasp mapping is challenging as well. Because of the cost and productivity requirements, it is hard to use the advanced dexterous robotic hands for industrial applications. Regarding the difference between human hand and robot grippers, a robust grasping strategy and the grasping point selection would be critical.
Collaborative design tool-chain
Tool integration for collaborative design of a robotic cell is not a new topic. Since 1990s, the concept to use a powerful virtual environment for cell design and layout, device selection, path planning, controller programming, and testing has been outlined. 64 With the development of off-line programming and virtual commissioning, 65 referred to as ''soft commissioning'' in early stage, the program can be very representative of what the actual layout will be if a very detailed layout model can be integrated. 66 Actually, several successful cases have proved its effectiveness in the sense to reduce the ramp-up time and cost. 67, 68 However, the dilemma today is that this implementation does still require several lower-level activities to share tools, models, and information. It needs, typically manually, to rebuild the virtual environment repeatedly after any design change. 8 How to improve this engineering efficiency in this checkchange-loop is always a hot topic for discussion. As pictorially described in Figure 7 , a fluent communication channel between different function blocks with following data should be established:
. 3D CAD design model; . Detailed part assembly sequence and corresponding robot target points of the moving paths; . Material flow in the cell, involving sequence of operations and interdependencies between the production processes; . Detailed definition of the system I/O signals and the respective mapping on the functionality; and . An emulation software/platform used to validate the robot motion.
An idea to extract information from the CAD and techniques to treat/convert it into robot commands is presented in the literatures. 69, 70 It allows user with basic CAD skills to generate robot off-line programming seamlessly in an intuitive and time-saving way. Similarly, the work in the literatures 71, 72 proposes to generate a robot path by means of extract the liaison graph from a 3D CAD model to find at least a feasible assembly sequence for the product. In Fang and Zhang, 73 a specific solution to realize the collaboration between CAD software and CAR (computeraided robotic) software is introduced. The reference objects such as reference point, line and coordinate system are employed and can be translated to the robot target point, workobject frame while importing the CAD design into CAR, like RobotStudio by ABB.
Now an on-going open standard, AutomationML (Automation Markup Language), 74 to interconnect the heterogeneous tool landscape of modern engineering tools in their different disciplines, e.g. mechanical plant engineering, electrical design, HMI development, PLC, robot control, might become the glue for seamless automation engineering. 75, 76 Cell layout optimization and scheduling Cycle time mainly represents the productivity. It should be done well by design, not after the fact. Selecting the right robot, strategically deploying the workstations within the cell as illustrated in Figure 8 , and optimal scheduling. Meta-heuristic methods including genetic algorithm (GA), 14, 15 like Response surface modeling (RSM), 16, 17 and simulated annealing (SA) method were to determine the relative robot/prescribed task position in the framework of time optimality.
In addition, a necessary framework for robot scheduling problems, initially developed in series famous work from the group led by Sriskandarajah et al. [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] are regarded as being attractive since they are practical and easy to understand and control. Perhaps, the ''wasteful'' robot actions such as unnecessary waiting at a location or moving to a location without performing at least one of the loading or unloading operations would be introduced by the intervening processes. Nevertheless, it is not necessary to be considered since the interest is to maximize the throughput of the cell with high machine utilization and a smooth distribution of work over the entire system. Gultekin et al. 77 solved two problems which are allocating operations to the machines and robot move sequence, in a two-machine robotic cell. Later they proposed an optimal solution by assuming that each work piece has a number of different operations to be completed. 78, 79 Also, the scheduling problem for a two-machine robotic cell is studied in Adb et al. 80 To overcome the disjunction to sophisticated real practical cases by supposing the travel time to be either constant or additive in previous work, the scheduling solutions for both simple and parallel workstation cells with changing travelling time are implemented in our previous work. 24, 25 In Kolakowska et al., 81 Taguchi method has been used to reduce the minimum number of experiments required for scheduling a robotic cell, by considering the sequencing rule, dispatching rule, cell utilization and due date tightness. Another feasible solution to minimize the cycle time, proposed in Zhang et al., 82 is by means of handling the duration of an ''intertask'', corresponding to the process of relocating and reorienting the robot arm from one task to the next one.
It is noted that most work in the pipeline only targets to maximizing the throughput for a predefined cell. However, the economic benefits of robotic cells extend beyond increasing the efficiency of manufacturing. For example, a fancy gripper or parallel workstation with additional equipment would bring more in throughput, but would also cost more. In this case, a link between the resulting increase in revenue with the additional equipment costs was addressed in Hultman and Leijon 83 by means of sensitivity analysis. Such successes have helped the bottleneck identification and knowing which lots might late become important objectives.
Optimal tooling design
Designing a reliable and cost-efficient tooling to mimic the versatility of human hands, arms, and senses is an enormous challenge in robot cell design. Vacuum and suction, simple double clawer, and specific tooling for a given task 84 are the most common economic gripping technology in industry, as shown in Figure 10 . In order to stand successfully, the common senses in tooling design generally include:
. Do it simply as much as possible, only as durable/ reliable as necessary; . Keep tooling as compact as possible to reduce rotational inertia; . No violation in load capacity of the robot; and . Increase productivity with multi grippers, or multi simple function tooling.
A good gripper design is essential for the success of a robotic cell. Bearing in mind that 15-70% of the total cost of a manufactured product is estimated to be spent on handling, 85 the monetary impact of well working gripping systems is significant. The performance of the tooling fulfilling a task and the inherent cell productivity correlated to the movements of robot are thereby strongly determined by how well the tooling is designed. The results in Hultman and Leijon 83 well indicated the influences on cell productivity with different gripper configurations. Therefore, the tooling design should not be an afterthought in the robotic cell design. But, unfortunately, the optimal design of the tooling is mostly out of the research highlights. In revenge, very often the grippers are blamed for the common failures of robotic cells. As the example shown in Figure 11 , many factors may negatively affect the cell productivity, some of which are as follows:
. Reduced dexterity of robot;
. Increased turning radius due to interference between tooling and workstation; . Detour route to gently avoid kinematic constraints, like singularity; and . Signal cable and air-hose broken attributed to the sharp movement of robot wrist axes.
Some previous studies have taken a step forward in gripper design optimization, for example see literatures. [86] [87] [88] [89] [90] [91] [92] [93] The system published in Schmalz and Reinhart 94 aims to automatically generate the best gripper capable of handling the parts to be assembled, by identifying their geometric structures and dimensions and then grouping them in families by considering the object-related factors listed above. The similar approaches can also be found in the CAD modelbased gripper selection. 95, 96 However, these existing studies mainly manage to address the problem from the geometric dimension, or the dexterity, or the functionality of the tooling itself. There is a necessity to establish kinds of rules of tooling design to involve it as part of the problems to maximize the robotic cell productivity, from an overall systems engineering perspective, including:
. The compactness and cycle time performance of the tooling; . The configuration of tooling, in terms of single-or dual-, or multi-functional gripper; and . Inherent movements of the robot to fulfilling a task.
In recent times, the appearance of some new concepts of grippers, 97 for instance, jamming gripper, 98 would enable to provide new alternative solutions for the robust grasping strategy. 99 
Human-robot collaboration
Human-robot collaboration has never been more highlighted. Figure 12 shows some examples of new emerging collaborative industrial robots. It is challenging to develop a collaborative robot, but this paper is to address the challenges in a collaborative robotic cell design, not the collaborative robot instead. Compared to the traditional robotic cell, a collaborative robotic cell involves more human factors, such as workload, vigilance, situation awareness, errors, etc. Therefore, three main design factors should be identified:
. Risk assessment on the collaboration safety . Optimized task distribution . Human-robot interaction and adaptive control.
The most influence to the cell design is the safety of human. Introduction of the instinct safe robots allows human operators to move around the robots, but the collaboration with such robots is actually limited due to their low payloads. An alternative solution is by the workplace sharing and time sharing. 100 No matter which solution is taken, it is most likely to conduct risk assessment on the collaborative safety. So far, Performance Level Rating (PLr) is the popular metric to rank the risk. This restriction is usually transformed into conservative speed limitations or bounds on driving torques of robots. 101 Nevertheless, it is important to know, even if the robot's internal components and software have been certified, that there is still a big part of the risk assessment process that has to be done by considering the application and the environment itself. However, there is no absolute answer to the question who should perform this assessment, and what to do first to reduce a risk at the design stage as there is no available design platform yet.
Second, to optimize the working efficiency, one of the basic ideas is to assign the human operator only to focus on tasks that required human skills and let robots handle all tasks that able to be automated. In order to implement this, the task has to be analyzed and then allocated in an optimized way. In addition to the task modeling approach presented in Ding et al., 102 other popular solutions, summarized in Kaupp et al., 103 include time measurement system (MTM), robot time and motion (RTM), Game-theoretic solution, Strategic Pricing and so on. However, it is essential to know that none of the methods aforementioned considers a changing of the operator's efficiency which is affected by the skill learning and the operator shifting. The lack of dynamic representing and considering these efficiency connections would exclude these methods from a realistic approach of an optimized allocation of tasks within a collaborative assembly station.
Third, in the collaborative manipulation, either the robot or the human operator should have reactive motion planning capabilities enabling to keep up with each other. There arises a need of smart human-robot interaction and a proper control strategy by considering both human factors and overall system performance.
Conclusions
More and more modern manufacturing systems use robot-served manufacturing cells. As they become prevalent, designing and using robotic cells efficiently becomes a competitive necessity. In this regard, establishing a systematic way to design a robotic cell, with objective against time and cost efficiency, is always highlighted. Despite more or less successful cases in previous work, several technical challenges stop these achievements standing far from final success. In this paper, the challenges and key technologies in robotic cell design and optimization are discussed from different dimensions, including proper configuration selection for given task, manual skill learning and translation, collaborative design tool, cell layout optimization and scheduling, tooling optimal design, and human-robot collaboration as well. This review covers the results from recent researches and points out the requirements from engineering sites. In coming years, the manufacturing by robotic cell would continue to be increased. The potential path to the long-term vision of robotic cell design and optimization by our research is hoped to have incremental progress towards the goals. 
